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Commentary
Linda Becker

Life Is Change

For nearly as long as I can remember, I’ve had a dry-erase board in my o�ce with reminders on it. It began

as a way to track deadlines and high priority to-do items, but over time, as I switched to an all-digital

work�ow, it became a vision board of sorts. Here are a few long-time quotes on my board:

Treat people the way you want to be treated. Judge people the way you want to be judged.

It is choice, not chance, that determines your destiny.

Start where you are. It’s the only place you can start.

If you want to manage it, you need to measure it.

Ask yourself if what you’re doing today is getting you closer to where you want to be tomorrow.

Don’t compare your beginning to someone else’s middle.

Admittedly, some will see these as bromides of the worst order. (Then again, some will see any intended-

as-inspirational quote as the worst kind of cliché.) Looking at them today, I realized, they are all themes on

the oldest quote on my board: Life is change.

It’s been my experience that many people resist change and perceive it as a bad thing. Yet change creates

space for new things to grow. For instance, with our shift to digital magazines due to the pandemic, the

team behind the Process Heating and Process Cooling brands was able to create a wholly new event, the

Process Heating & Cooling Show. Though the pandemic gave us some unexpected headwinds, it was a

sincere pleasure to see the event come to life in June at the Rosemont Convention Center. (If you missed it,

mark your calendar now and join us for our next show on May 24-25, 2023.)

Likewise, the eMagazine you read now is another change to emerge from the pandemic. While Process

Heating and Process Cooling will remain as standalone websites, this combined eMagazine will serve both

brands and include thermal processing-related content from 2 Kelvin to 1000°F.

As you read our �rst issue of Process Heating & Cooling eMagazine, do not hesitate to reach out to me via

phone (262-358-2143) or email (BeckerL@bnpmedia.com) with your thoughts. As my vision board might

suggest, I am always open to useful insights.

Linda Becker
Associate Publisher and Editor
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News

Safety Video Highlights Deadly Explosion,
Fire at AB Specialty Silicones
“During production of an emulsion product, two incompatible chemicals were mixed. The chemicals reacted

and produced �ammable hydrogen gas that ignited, causing a massive explosion that killed four workers

and destroyed the company’s production building.” So begins a new CSB safety video that focuses on the

investigation into an explosion and �re that occurred May 3, 2019, at the AB Specialty Silicones facility in

Waukegan, Ill. The incident killed four workers, destroyed the facility and caused extensive damage to

nearby businesses.

The U.S. Chemical Safety Board (CSB) safety video includes an animation of the events leading up to the

incident and interviews with the CSB’s chairperson and lead investigator.

In its report, the agency made recommendations to AB Specialty Silicones and reiterated recommendations

to the Occupation Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency with

the goal of addressing the regulatory gap covering reactive chemicals.

Watlow to Acquire Eurotherm from Schneider Electric
Watlow has signed an agreement to acquire Eurotherm from Schneider Electric. Terms of the transaction

were not disclosed.

Eurotherm provides temperature, power and process control, measurement and data management

equipment, systems, software and services for global industrial markets. The company’s headquarters are

in Worthing, U.K., with core manufacturing operations in Lędziny, Poland, and a headcount of about 650

people worldwide.

“Watlow is excited to invest in this innovative product portfolio and professional team,” said Rob Gilmore,

Watlow’s CEO. “Combining Eurotherm’s complementary controls technologies with Watlow’s focus on

thermal systems, our shared engineer-to-engineer sales models and our focus on common markets will

allow Watlow and Eurotherm to better serve all of our respective customers. We are impressed with

Eurotherm’s heritage in the controls industry and strong reputation for innovation and quality, so we are

looking forward to welcoming the Eurotherm team to Watlow.”

Gilmore continued, “Watlow is investing aggressively right now, including the development of our

operations in Europe and Asia, to ensure we can support and respond to our customers wherever they

need us. This acquisition will help us expand our presence in Europe and extend our electronics and

controls capabilities globally.”

“We are very pleased to be joining the Watlow team,” said Chris Ashworth, Eurotherm’s managing director.

“Watlow is a known leader in the industry, and I believe that combining our strengths will open new

opportunities and create value for our customers.”

A St. Louis-based company, Watlow designs and manufactures complete industrial thermal systems.

Carousel Oven Cures Epoxy in Transmission Components
A carousel oven for curing epoxy in electrical transmission components has been shipped to a

manufacturer in the energy industry.

Oven manufacturer Wisconsin Oven designed the system with a maximum temperature of 300°F (149°C)

with top-down air�ow. It includes a 3,400-cfm, 72 kW heating system that evenly heats parts to exacting

speci�cations, says the company. Wisconsin Oven also provided a fully wired and tested NEMA 12 control

panel.

According to Wisconsin Oven, the oven was factory assembled, adjusted and tested prior to shipment to

ensure quick startup and installation.

Image courtesy of Wisconsin Oven

Plate Heat Exchanger Product Lines, Manufacturing Plant Sold
Tranter Inc. entered into an agreement with Delta T Thermal Solutions LLC, Wichita Falls, Texas, to sell

certain product assets and a manufacturing plant located in Wichita Falls, Texas. The product assets are

the Platecoil, Econocoil and Maxchanger heat exchanger product lines. All other Tranter products will

remain exclusively available from Tranter and its authorized partners.

Tranter cites a decision to focus on its corrugated plate technologies such as its Superchanger, Novusbloc

and Supermax as a driver for the sale. Tranter has opened a new facility and innovation center in Houston,

Texas, and it will continue to provide customized thermal applications.

Industrial Oven Used for Multiple Applications in Nuclear Industry
A custom industrial oven designed and manufactured for a company in the nuclear supply industry will be

used for multiple applications. Lewco Inc. designed and manufactured the electrically heated, top-load

oven, which has a maximum temperature of 900°F (482°C).

According to Lewco, the batch oven is equipped with a bottom-mounted heater box and an electrically

actuated top-load door. It has a heat capacity of 36 kW, and a 700-cfm circulation fan delivers horizontal

air�ow evenly throughout the workspace. The oven also is equipped with a structurally reinforced �oor to

support up to 600 lb.

Oven controls include a programmable ramp/soak temperature controller and a redundant high limit

controller. The main process controller includes Ethernet communications to allow remote monitoring of

temperature and alarms.

Image courtesy of Lewco Inc.

Grand Jury Indicts 6 Managers on Counts Related to Didion Combustible Dust
Explosion
A federal grand jury indicted the operator and six management o�cials of a Cambria, Wis., corn mill where

a May 31, 2017, combustible dust explosion killed �ve workers and injured 15 others. The nine criminal

counts include two counts related to willful violations of federal workplace safety standards for grain

handling.

Handed down by a grand jury in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin in Madison on

May 11, the indictment of Didion Milling Inc. and its current and former managers includes counts of

document falsi�cation in contemplation of a U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health

Administration investigation and obstructing the federal OSHA investigation. The indictment also charges

the company and the six o�cials falsi�ed entries in a cleaning logbook, which involved matters under the

jurisdiction of OSHA.

The indictment alleges that Didion Milling willfully violated two federal safety standards in the Occupational

Safety and Health Act — by failing to develop and implement a written program to e�ectively prevent and

remove combustible grain dust accumulations, and by not installing venting or suppression on a dust �lter

collector to prevent an explosion — thereby, causing the deaths of �ve employees due to the combustible

dust explosion on May 31, 2017.

The grand jury indictment also includes the following allegations:

Hess, Clark and Didion obstructed justice by providing false and misleading testimony after the

explosion to OSHA about their knowledge of combustible dust hazards at the mill.

Former Didion Milling shift superintendents Michael Bright and Nicholas Booker pleaded guilty

previously to making false entries in Didion Milling's cleaning logbook and false entries in the

baghouse log, which involved matters within the jurisdiction of OSHA and EPA, respectively.

Based in Sun Prairie, Didion Milling Inc. has been in operation since 1972. The company operates a corn

milling and biofuels facility in Cambria and production facilities in Markesan and Johnson Creek.

Didion Milling and four employees — Derrick Clark, vice president of operations; Shawn Mesner,

former food safety superintendent; and Anthony Hess and Joel Niemeyer, former shift

superintendents — conspired to commit fraud by agreeing to take deceptive measures to conceal

the failure to adhere to food safety procedures at the mill.

Didion Milling, Clark, Mesner, Hess and Niemeyer — along with James Lenz and Joseph Winch,

former environmental coordinators for Didion — conspired to commit federal o�enses to conceal

violations and unsafe conditions from auditors and government agencies.

Heraeus Acquires PET Recycling Company
Heraeus Holding GmbH invested substantial equity to take a majority stake in perPETual Technologies, a

PET recycling company. To drive global expansion under one brand, Heraeus renamed the company

Revalyu Resources GmbH (Revalyu).

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is the most common thermoplastic polymer of the polyester family. It is

used in textiles, packaging containers for liquids and foods, thermoforming for manufacturing and other

consumer products.

According to Heraeus, Revalyu has developed an environmentally sustainable depolymerization technology

to recycle post-consumer PET bottles into sustainable esters (monomers), which is the base chemical

building block for anything polyester based. Revalyu’s polymer can be used to manufacture sustainable

PET products.

The company currently produces �lament yarns for the textile industry in its manufacturing facility in

Nashik, India.

Image courtesy of Heraeus

Refrigerated Trailer Donated to Aid Food Banks
A refrigerated trailer has been donated to the Northeast Washington (N.E.W) Hunger Coalition. The food

pantry plans to put it to immediate use.

The refrigerated trailer, designed and manufactured by Colmac Coil Manufacturing, is part of the Cool Pup

program from N.E.W., which helps solve the challenge of transporting fresh produce from farms to 17

food pantries supported by N.E.W. Hunger Coalition and their community partners. The goal of the Cool

Pups program is to provide fresh and healthy produce to Northeast Washington community members

experiencing food insecurity.

Colmac designed and manufactured an enclosure with industrial-grade insulated panels, with similar

construction as its A+P “mini penthouse” evaporator product line.

Image courtesy of Colmac Coil Manufacturing

Cooling Equipment Manufacturer Raises $65,000 for Charity During Golf
Tournament
An annual charity golf tournament hosted by SPX Cooling Technologies Inc., Overland Park, Kan., on May

19, raised more than $65,000 for two organizations. Literacy KC, a Kansas City-based community for adults

and families to improve literacy skills and enhance their quality of life, and the Kansas City Professional

Chapter of Engineers without Borders USA, a nonpro�t organization that builds a better world through

engineering projects that empower communities, will bene�t from the fundraiser.

The golf tournament at Sycamore Ridge Golf Course in Spring Hill, Kan., included 140 golfers and dozens of

volunteers from SPX Cooling, Literacy KC and EWB-USA. SPX employees, suppliers, sales representatives

and supporters played an 18-hole “scramble-style” tournament. Additional challenges were available

throughout the course such as longest drive, longest putt and closest to the pin. A silent auction and ra�e

following the tournament added to the event donations. All net proceeds from the tournament will be

shared by Literacy KC and EWB-USA, says SPX Cooling Technologies.

“The tournament was a great success and we owe that to our generous sponsors, participants and

volunteers for helping make it happen,” commented Ankush Kumar, the president of SPX Global Cooling.

“Without them we wouldn’t have been able to raise the money we did for these well-deserving

organizations.”

SPX Cooling Technologies began holding the annual charity golf tournament in 2014 and has since

contributed more than $300,000 to nonpro�t organizations. The 2022 tournament is the �rst since 2019,

and it coincides with the centennial of the Marley brand.

Screw Compressor Maker Adds Ammonia Models to Line
Two screw compressor models and a semi-hermetic screw compressor package will be part of a new

product launch by GEA Heating & Refrigeration Technologies in the second quarter.

CompaX models 350 and 400, with a �ow volume of 321 and 372 m³/h (at 2,940 rpm) respectively, extend

from GEA Heating & Refrigeration Technologies’ semi-hermetic screw compressor series from larger to

medium and also smaller capacity requirements. They use ammonia, a natural refrigerant, and their

compact design saves space, says the company.

The GEA Grasso X semi-hermetic screw compressor o�ers refrigeration capacities from approximately 200

to 1,900 kW.

Image courtesy of GEA Heating & Refrigeration Technologies

Ceco Environmental Acquires Water Treatment Systems Supplier
Compass Water Solutions Inc. — a supplier of membrane-based industrial water and wastewater

treatment systems in Tustin, Calif. — was acquired by Ceco Environmental Corp. for $12.5 million.

The transaction adds another company to Ceco’s portfolio of industrial water technologies brands.

According to the company, it expands Ceco’s addressable industrial water technology market by more than

$250 million with expected growth rates above 6 percent CAGR through 2025 for industrial oily-water and

seawater reverse osmosis applications.

Compass’ installed base of over 8,000 systems worldwide, which creates a robust aftermarket parts and

services business, was noted as a bene�t of the acquisition. “Compass adds critical engineered solutions

and an experienced leadership team to our growing industrial water capabilities, and we are excited to

welcome them to the Ceco organization,” said CEO Todd Gleason.

CECO has completed three industrial water acquisitions in 2022. In April, it acquired substantially all of the

assets of Index Water, expanding its water treatment solutions portfolio serving the Middle East region. In

March, it acquired industrial �ow control company GRC as a part of its push into the water, stormwater

and wastewater markets.

Ice Producer Settles with EPA for Ammonia Violations
An ice producer in New Bedford, Mass., agreed to a $170,000 settlement with the Environmental Protection

Agency for breaches of safety regulations in the use of its ammonia refrigeration system.

Crystal Ice Co. is a supplier of ice for the �shing industry in and around New Bedford. The facility uses up

to 22,000 pounds of anhydrous ammonia in its refrigeration system. Anhydrous ammonia can be

dangerous when released into the environment.

An ammonia release at the Crystal Ice facility occurred in April 2018 and triggered an EPA inspection of the

refrigeration system. The EPA’s inspection led to the discovery of multiple violations of the Clean Air Act’s

Risk Management Plan regulations, which are designed to prevent accidental releases of substances that

can cause serious harm to the public and the environment from short-term exposures and to mitigate the

severity of any releases that do occur.

Some of the alleged violations included the failure to comply with requirements to compile written process

safety information and comply with recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices; failure

to fully comply with process hazard analysis requirements; and failure to adequately train employees.

The settlement imposes a civil penalty of $170,000 and requires that the company come into compliance

with risk management plan regulations.

Coil Technology Expands Dry Operation of Fluid Cooler
SPX Cooling Technologies Inc. incorporated a proprietary Aero-X coil technology into its induced-draft,

closed-circuit DT �uid coolers. The Aero-X tube pro�le maximizes thermal capacity per coil row, says the

company.

Dry operation is extended for longer periods with switch point temperatures up to 10°F higher than other

similar closed-circuit cooling towers, according to the manufacturer. Depending on climate, operators can

gain up to 15 to 20 percent more incremental annual hours in dry mode, with 3,000 gal/ton and $40/ton

annual water savings per ton of cooling achievable in many areas.
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Design Build

Aldi Expanding Distribution Center,
Renovating Cold Space
A M King, a design-build �rm, is managing a large-scale renovation and expansion at Aldi’s Center Valley

(Pennsylvania) distribution center. The project includes additional coolers.

In the Northeast, where land is scarce, the focus is often on renovating and expanding existing facilities.

The 60,000 ft2 dry warehouse expansion will bring the total square footage at the facility to 575,000 ft2. The

project also includes new dock positions and a mezzanine that will be housed within the existing building

footprint.

The scope of work at the Center Valley facility will cover approximately 60,000 ft2 of new dry warehouse

space for staging and storing nonperishable product; 47,000 ft2 of new coolers inside the existing

warehouse; the addition of six cooler dock positions; demolition of an existing freezer wall to streamline

operations and air movement; additional battery charging areas and associated ventilation systems; and

conversion of a third-party space to a warehouse collaboration room.

Elsewhere, A M King is designing and building a 570,660 ft2 regional distribution center in Loxley, Ala., for

Aldi.

Firm Developing Cold-Storage Network to Help Food Supply Chain Issues
Arcadia Cold LLC launched a platform to develop a national cold-storage network of facilities across the

United States. The company’s �rst three locations are in Hazelton, Pa.; Atlanta, Ga.; and south Ft. Worth,

Texas.

By 2024, Arcadia Cold expects to have added approximately 200,000 pallet positions of refrigerated and

frozen capacity to the existing third-party cold-storage market in six important logistical locations to

service a substantial part of the U.S. consumer market. Operation at its �rst three facilities will commence

by mid-2023.

Maersk to Open Cold-Storage Facility in New Jersey
Performance Team, a Maersk Co., plans to open a cold-storage facility in Dayton, N.J., in October 2022 to

serve imports and exports. Commodities will include �sh, poultry, beef, pork, fruits and vegetables.

The 167,812 ft2 facility includes 13,000 rack positions, 30 dock doors, a dry sprinkler system, refrigerated

dock, trailer plug-ins, in-house clearance, refrigerated and frozen storage, 24-hour monitoring and a

backup generator. USDA import/export services, repack, re-boxing, labeling and co-packing are also

available.

Site selection was based on close proximity to Maersk’s container port at Elizabeth, N.J., as well as the one-

hour drive from the port of Philadelphia.

Image courtesy of Maersk

Cold-Storage Warehouse Expansion Opens in U.K.
Lineage Logistics LLC opened its South East Superhub in Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, just 70 miles

from central London.

Lineage completed the fully automated warehouse expansion with an additional 45,000 pallet positions in

Peterborough, bringing the total capacity to nearly 71,000 pallets. The expanded warehouse creates a

strategically positioned South East Superhub, which will serve both retail and food-service customers. The

expansion will include sophisticated automation and refrigeration technology, helping to reduce energy

consumption and the environmental impact of food distribution.

This investment brings Lineage’s total automated warehouse count in the United Kingdom to six, with a

total of 335,000 automated pallet positions.

Smith�eld Foods Opens Fully Automated Distribution Center
Smith�eld Foods Inc. and Lineage Logistics LLC opened an automated distribution center in Olathe, Kan.

Lineage designed and built the facility to enhance Smith�eld’s distribution network. Spanning nearly 20

million ft3 with more than 62,000 pallet positions, the facility includes Lineage’s proprietary blast-cell

technology, which it says reduces freeze time and energy use relative to traditional blast cells.

The facility includes 18 automated cranes that move inventory into, out of and within the facility. The

facility also includes a large temperature-controlled layer-picking system. Layer-pickers disassemble and

reassemble pallets of goods, a process previously performed manually. As a result, robotics and software

automate more than 97 percent of the product movement through the facility.
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Water Treatment

Photo credit: Avatar_023 / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

By Jim Green,

Suez Water Technologies & Solutions

Supply chain challenges and other forces have provided the impetus

for cooling water treatments.

The seeming chaos of the last couple of years has had a painful impact on water treaters and facility teams

alike. The e�ects of COVID-19 on manufacturing and logistics have stressed the supply chain in ways never

imagined. The resulting shortages of core, primary materials historically available in excess are driving

several “force majeure” actions.

In addition to these sourcing challenges, tari�s have exacerbated the issues, resulting in a meteoric rise in

material and logistics costs. Increased and changing regulation is driving the need for new, safe and

environmentally friendly technologies. Ongoing challenges with maintaining su�cient numbers of highly

trained water experts and operators are stressing operations across the board.

As the adage goes, “With great pain comes great change.” This unique con�uence of events is driving

substantial changes in cooling water treatment. These capabilities may help plant operators function with

higher reliability, longer run times, cleaner systems, improved decision-making, reduced maintenance and

support, and, ultimately, a lower total cost of operations (TCO).

This article will explore some of the current trends in cooling water treatment, driving factors for change,

and questions to ask your supplier.

Supply Chain Effects
To understand the current trends in cooling water treatment, let’s take a step back and understand the

biggest impact on recent changes: supply chain and research investment.

The supply of core materials used to produce cooling water treatment is impacted by plant closures,

logistics and raw material availability. These issues could lead to your supplier activating a hyperin�ation

clause in your contract, force majeure or price increases.

For example, isothiazolin, bronopol and dodecylguanidine hydrochloride (DGH) — common non-oxidizing

biocides and product preservatives — have had on- and o�-again availability. Acrylic acid, the backbone of

the workhorse polymers used as dispersants and inhibitors in cooling water, was in short, rationed supply,

and phosphonates used for deposition control are moving in the same direction with two to �ve times cost

increases. Azoles, used as corrosion inhibitors for copper metallurgy, were hit with tari�s and experienced

an immediate, signi�cant increase in cost. Additional supply chain challenges with the logistics of cargo

shipping have forced intermittent usage of air-freight deliveries, resulting in up to 25 times increases in

cost.

The pains of the supply chain challenges have forced water treatment suppliers to dust o� research from

50 years ago, review technologies they put on the shelf for later, develop analytical engines and modeling

capabilities to fast-track research and development projects, and get laser-focused on understanding and

delivering value to facilities. In short, research and development e�orts that were on life support have been

jump-started with investment and focus. As a result, new technologies will reach the market.

Several new terms are being used by water treatment companies, and they must be understood. Widely

used terms such as “non-phosphorus,” “Non-P,” “phosphate-free,” “non-depositing” and “deposition-free”

terminology often are related to a new class of chemistry for cooling water.

Older treatment programs that relied on phosphate chemistries for deposit and mild steel corrosion

control are being replaced by polymeric and �lming technologies that provide mild steel corrosion control

without any phosphate component. By eliminating phosphate, the risk of calcium phosphate deposits is

minimized or eliminated, allowing facilities to operate their process systems under harsher conditions for

longer run times, and improving energy usage in deposition-challenged chiller systems. These “non-

phosphate” approaches have additional bene�ts too, including reducing algae growth rates, reducing

biocide usage and providing the ability to meet stricter phosphorus discharge limits.

Typically, these programs can be implemented for incrementally more than a current program’s cost, and

they can be put in place by simply changing out the current chemical products for the new ones. Still, there

are a couple of things to be aware of and a couple of key questions to ask your supplier about the

technology they o�er.

Key points to consider when implementing a non-phosphorus program include:

Tin is commonly used in many programs. Tin is not stable in the presence of oxidizing biocides

(hypochlorite, bleach, bromine, etc.) and will precipitate out of solution, causing an increase in

corrosion of mild steel.

A program utilizing a proprietary carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-based technology with a surface �lm

formation catalyst has been developed. It is stable in the presence of oxidizing biocides.

Questions to consider asking your supplier:

Do you have a technology that does not contain tin or zinc as part of the program?

With the increases in costs associated with azoles used to protect copper and copper alloys in your system,

new technologies exist that may help mitigate the cost increase while providing the same or better

corrosion protection. The most common azoles are tolytriazole (TTA), benzotriazole (BZT) and

chlorotolytriazole (Cl-TTA). There are two main alternatives available to replace these technologies:

Non-triazole azoles (e.g., imidazole derivatives).

Engineered copper �lmers.

Zinc also is commonly used and has been used for 50 years as a supplemental corrosion inhibitor. It

is a heavy metal and an EPA priority pollutant, however. This is something to move away from,

especially if you are interested in a sustainable, environmentally friendly treatment program.

Does your program include all the current monitoring equipment available, including real-time

online corrosion, deposition and chemical-feed monitoring?

Photo: imantsu / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Imidazole technologies were investigated in the 1970s and 1990s and provided good performance, but they

also faced several challenges. They were much less soluble than other technologies, meaning they could

precipitate out of solution, either in the product container or in the cooling water, before they had a

chance to prevent corrosion in cooling water systems. These materials also were linked to the same supply

chain as TTA and BZT; therefore, they still experienced the same price volatility as the competing molecules.

The most concerning issue by far was that with pyridyne substituted imidazoles, like 2-(2-pyridyl)

benzimidazole, where it was found that there are signi�cant handling concerns for the �nal product, such

as inhalation, which can lead to reproductive issues in those exposed to it.

Engineered copper �lmers (ECF) are another safe alternative to imidazole and current technologies. ECF

technology o�ers the ability to reduce azole concentrations by as much as 75 percent, thereby reducing

toxicity in the e�uent water and mitigating the cost impact of tari�s and price increases. The technology,

provided as a single product to feed, is e�ective across neutral and alkaline pH cooling water operations

and provides better protection than the current benchmark azole technology, Cl-TTA. It is also halogen

stable, meaning that like Cl-TTA, its performance is una�ected by the addition of oxidizing biocides.

Questions to consider asking your supplier:

Do you o�er an alternative copper corrosion inhibitor?

What is the human toxicity rating for your copper corrosion inhibitor?

With the increase in interest in green technology for water treatment and so many claims made by

suppliers about greener chemistry, we’d be remiss if we did not touch on this topic. Whether you call it

sustainability, green initiatives or green chemistry, almost all companies strive to o�er products that are

better for the environment. Unfortunately, sometimes to gain an edge in today’s market, some claims are

overreaching or misleading.

A process known as “greenwashing” is hitting water treatment products as much as many consumer

products. It is a practice of employing a marketing spin to convey a false impression, misleading

information or unsubstantiated claims about the environmental bene�ts a product o�ers. Fortunately, the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has worked to help suppliers and plants alike understand how

green a product is using the 12 Principles of Green Chemistry.

Automation Advancements
The original iPhone was launched in 2007 and the iPad in 2010. Consider the changes and advancements in

those technologies in the 10 to 15 years since launch. Chips have become smaller while at the same time,

processing power has increased and software has become sophisticated. Most importantly, wireless

connectivity, with 5G making inroads, has become faster and more robust. The same is true of automation

technology in cooling water. Smaller, entry-level control systems are more robust, capable of integrating

and acting on information from various sensors and inputs. This is leading to their use in even some of the

largest industrial cooling water systems.

Edge devices are changing how data is controlled and expanding the ability to gain “smart” insights from

data. In cooling water applications, an edge device or controller takes data from multiple sources: sensors

(pH, ORP, etc.); advanced monitoring devices like deposition or corrosion monitors; feed pump outputs; and

tank level sensors. The edge controller manages the �ow of that data to cloud-based data services that can

then cost-e�ectively analyze the data automatically and provide intelligent direction to the edge device for

control. This means that the edge device itself can remain relatively inexpensive because it does not have to

do any of the processing itself. Such an approach o�ers facility managers the ability to take advantage of

advanced analytics and arti�cial intelligence only available in the cloud.

Finally, signi�cant advancements have been made in real-time performance monitoring. The ability to

switch from relying on the analysis of chemical residuals to understanding true performance allows facility

managers to increase production and lower the total cost of ownership. Real-time deposition monitors can

model challenging processes and operations, and they can provide advanced warnings of deposition

events. Online corrosion probes can provide real-time corrosion rates, giving users insights into corrosion

performance. Combining tank-level monitoring and chemical feed pump output monitoring can help users

ensure that the correct amount of product is being fed, avoid run-out situations, and enable automated

chemical ordering/re�ll.

One area where signi�cant progress has been made is in online microbiological monitoring. There are a

host of technologies on the market today. Some automate well-known methods like ATP testing. Others

utilize dyes like erythrosine and a limited-data, optical calibration curve, or an electrochemical

measurement method. While these devices can provide some directional information based on bulk water

readings, with microbiological control, the most important factor is understanding bio�lm growth and its

impact on heat exchange. The most capable and accurate real-time devices use a heated surface with

�owing cooling water to mimic the operating conditions and measure bio�lm growth.

Complimenting online microbiological monitoring are advancements in Legionella monitoring. Legionella is a

dangerous organism in cooling water applications that can lead to legionellosis or Legionnaires’ disease if it

is not controlled. Businesses have been shut down for extended periods due to the COVID-19 pandemic

while leaving water systems idle, creating the perfect environment for Legionella bacteria to grow.

Fast, accurate, and portable DNA analysis for Legionella is now available. Instead of waiting days for

incubation and laboratory analysis, users can have an accurate, on-site analysis completed during a service

visit to con�rm that Legionella is under control.

Questions to consider asking your supplier:

Insightful Analytics. You have a great chemical treatment program. You regularly test and capture

chemical parameters. You have implemented real-time monitoring of deposition, corrosion and

microbiological growth. Now, what do you do with all that information?

With all of the data being pushed to and cataloged in the cloud, it is now possible to analyze it in ways that

were never available previously. Fast, powerful analytics can provide valuable information and insights to

facilities. Everything from simple product calculations to complex condenser e�ciency monitoring and

predictive modeling of process applications can be handled with cloud-based analytics. These tools o�er

suppliers the ability to deliver a higher level of service consistency even with personnel challenges. They

also provide facility operators the ability to modify operations to maximize production, pro�tability and

reliability with minimal manpower input.

Do your monitoring technologies utilize a heated surface that mimics operating conditions and can

provide real-time trends online?

Can you provide on-site, DNA-based Legionella testing during service visits?

Jim Green is global marketing leader for Suez Water Technologies & Solutions, Trevose, Pa. For
more information from Suez Water, call 866-439-2837 or visit suezwatertechnologies.com.
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Cooling Capabilities
Water Treatment

Controlling Corrosion and Scale via Water
Treatment
Water treatment suppliers can help you maintain the water

chemistry needed to protect your process equipment.

Evaluate water treatment service providers using our Cooling Capabilities Chart on water treatment, which

allows you to review a single manufacturer or identify all of the manufacturers with speci�c experience.

Use the navigation in the upper right as well as vertical and horizontal scrollbars to explore the data. The

search function allows you to narrow your results to a single company.

To view this information in a buyers' guide format, visit process-cooling.com/water-treatment-chart. The

directory view provides a list of each manufacturer’s capabilities by company name. Use the search

function to see all manufacturers that o�er certain features, or search by keyword. Use the built-in RFP

form to request more information. In addition, some manufacturers have upgraded listings that include

links, datasheets and other product information.

Embedded code will run in preview and on published site
If you want more coding �exibility, we recommend using a coded element created in the Code Editor.

Companies names in red have an advertisement in this issue.

Manufacturers listed responded to a special mailing by Process Cooling and do not necessarily represent the entire industrial system chillers market. To be included in
future listings, contact Linda Becker at BeckerL@bnpmedia.com.

Click here to Search
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for Gas Burner Applications

Combustion Safety

All images provided by Micron Fiber-Tech unless otherwise noted

By Lixion Lu,

Micron Fiber-Tech

Metal �ber burners such as those used

in this tunnel oven introduce premixed

air and gas into a plenum to produce
uniform, short �ames.

Low emission combustion and operational ef�ciency make metal

�ber burners suitable for use in industrial furnace equipment.

For more than two decades, sintered metal �bers have been widely used in the combustion industry as gas

burners for boilers, water heaters, ovens, cooking equipment, air drying and other general process heating

applications. In contrast to di�usion-�ame burners like the Bunsen gas burner, metal �ber burners

introduce premixed air and gas into a plenum to produce uniform, short �ames. By precisely controlling

the ratio between air and gas, the engineers are capable of designing a metal �ber burner for either rich or

lean combustion.

When used for lean combustion, metal �ber burners use a large amount of excess air to keep the �ame

temperature low enough to avoid the formation of nitrous oxide (NO
X
 pollutants). Metal �ber burners are

commonly used for low NO
X
 applications where emissions are strictly regulated. For other uses such as

infrared gas heating, the burner requires a near stoichiometric mixing of air and gas for best e�ciency, yet

the burner remains a low NO
X
 emission unit due to heat absorption by the metal �bers.

Because of their low emission combustion and operational e�ciency, metal �ber burners are increasingly

used in industrial furnace equipment (as well as domestic or commercial appliances).

FIGURE 1. This �gure illustrates a premixed air/gas stream �ow through the perforated openings of a burner plenum,
passing through porous �ber material, then �nishing combustion on top of the �ber surface. A sintered �ber structure for
infrared �ameless combustion (left) and low NOX high �re blue �ame combustion (right) are shown.

Figure 1 illustrates a premixed air and gas stream �ow through the perforated openings of a burner

plenum. The two streams pass through porous �ber material and �nish combustion on top of the �ber

surface. At low �re density — 30,000 to 80,000 BTU/ ft2 — the surface layer �bers are heated by combustion

gas and become an infrared heat emitter. This is referred to as �ameless combustion because the �ame is

invisible in this type of infrared burner. The metal �bers beneath the surface behave as a �ame arrester

and stop the heat from reaching into the burner plenum.

As �re density increases further — into the range of 310,000 to 3 million BTUft2 — the �ow velocity of the

premixed stream of air and gas (e.g., natural gas) begins to exceed �ame velocity. At this point, the �ame

will tend to lift from the combustion surface, resulting in instability (�ame blowout). To anchor the �ame to

the burner surface, the sintered metal �ber incorporates low �re spots that act as attachment points

(�gure 1, right). These lower �ring spots stabilize the lean �ame necessary to attain low NO
X
 combustion

(less than 5 ppm achievable). Because of this mechanism, metal �ber burners also can �re very low BTU

heating value fuel gases (approximately 100 BTU/SCF).

FIGURE 2. The sintered burner �ber material typically is pre-formed by a nonwoven process into a �ber mass blanket.
Sinter furnaces are used for �ber production.

How are Sintered Fiber Mats Made?
A nonwoven process typically is used to pre-form a �ber mass blanket for the sintered burner �ber

material. Subsequently, the pre-formed blankets are compacted and heated to just below the melting

points of the alloy �ber. This heating process is called sintering, a common material process used to create

bonds between metal or ceramic particles to form a solid piece. In this case, the atoms in the metal �bers

di�use across the boundaries of the �ber-touching joints, fusing the �bers and creating a porous �ber

structure. For most industry practices, sintering processes are carried out inside a vessel with a protective

or oxygen-free atmosphere. Figure 2 shows sinter furnaces for �ber production.

The sintering process also integrates other engineering materials such as alloy wire mesh, perforated

metal foil or plate, expanded metal or other functional layers as reinforcements. Sintered �ber mats are

most common in multilayer laminate structures.

Embossed surface textures are other features of the sintered metal �ber. The diamond-pattern texture

shown in �gure 3 was pressed by a speci�c mold during sintering to increase surface area and porosity.

The embossment improves the material’s emissivity index to 0.78 out of 1 as black body.

FIGURE 3. Embossed surface textures are another feature of the sintered metal �ber burner. A diamond-pattern texture was
pressed by a speci�c mold during sintering to increase surface area and porosity.

Fiber Alloy Characteristics
Although bonding metal �bers together by the sintering process has existed for more than 100 years, it is

over the past quarter-century that metal �ber has been used more successfully as a burner material. The

achievement is due to the advancement in �ber alloys and processes that enable oxidation resistance and,

therefore, enhanced burner life.

Modern burner �bers exclusively use iron-chrome-aluminum-type alloys — also known as FeCrAl alloys —

as �ber materials. FeCrAl-type alloys show greater oxidation resistance than other types of nickel- or nickel-

iron-based alloys. This is due to FeCrAl alloys having a face-centered cubic (FCC) atomic lattice structure that

has a fast di�usion rate of Cr and Al atoms. The fast migration of chrome (Cr) and aluminum (Al) from the

substrate to the surface is crucial to forming continuous protective oxide layers and stopping oxygen

inward di�usion to the alloy matrix.

Additionally, the chrome and aluminum content in the �ber alloy composition is important for �ber quality

and durability. It is well known that high alloyed stainless steel or super alloys are di�cult due to their

mechanical processes and production. This is the same for burner �bers. High alloyed metal �bers are hard

and di�cult to work with, much more so than low alloyed soft �bers. For example, a low content of 20

percent chrome in a FeCrAl alloy will have a lower lifetime durability than that of a higher level of content

such as 25 percent chrome.

The predominant failure of metal �bers for a gas burner is oxidation failure: This means the �bers burn

out. At the end of the burner life, all of the �ber metals become metal oxides through a steady and

progressive process:

Al + O2→ Al2O3 and Cr + O2 → Cr2O3 and Fe +O2 → Fe3O4

To ensure burners made with metal �bers have su�cient durability and reliability, an accelerated oxidation

test is necessary to quantify and grade the �ber alloys. A thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) test is one of

the most common methods used. During the test procedure, a metal �ber specimen is placed inside an

inert ceramic crucible that is then heated in a laboratory furnace. The furnace temperatures are set several

hundred degrees higher than the normal �ber burner service temperature. At elevated test temperatures,

the metal �ber specimen reacts with oxygen in the air and gains weight due to metal oxide formation. This

weight gain then is recorded and compared.

FIGURE 4. This chart shows a TGA test result that compares a low-grade FeCrAl �ber versus high-grade �ber. The
catastrophic weight increase indicates poor oxidation resistance of the 20 percent chrome �ber. In contrast, the 25 percent
chrome �ber demonstrates slow and stable oxidation at the same test temperature.

Figure 4 shows a TGA test result that compares a low-grade FeCrAl �ber (20 percent chrome) versus a high-

grade �ber (25 percent chrome). The catastrophic weight increase indicates the poor oxidation resistance

of the 20 percent chrome �ber. In contrast, the higher-percentage �ber demonstrates slow and stable

oxidation at the same test temperature.

Hydrogen Tail Gas Burners
With the trend toward renewables and reducing carbon footage, hydrogen gas is expected to be an

important fuel gas for future society. Current burner technology for natural gas or other hydrocarbon fuel

gas, however, is not quite ready for directly switching to hydrogen fuel gas.

One reason is that hydrogen has a fast �ame speed of approximately 10 ft/sec (3.06 m/sec) versus

approximately 1.28 ft/sec (0.39 m/sec) for methane (natural gas). The high �ame velocity poses a challenge

for H
2
 burners due to its extreme tendency for �ashback. Jet burners are traditionally used for �ring H

2
 gas

with a jet velocity designed to exceed �ame velocity. In some cases, jet burners impinge the �ame in

refractory blocks for infrared heat generation. The disadvantages of jet burners are �ame impingement

and the requirement of a deep, sizeable combustion chamber, which is not practical for many small- or

medium-sized appliances.

Metal �ber burners, by contrast, are well suited for compact heaters. For the past decade in the United

States, sintered metal �ber burners have been successfully used for H
2
 tail gas combustion for onsite

H
2
 generation. The onsite hydrogen is produced from a methane/steam reformer and combined with a

pressure swing absorption (PSA) process. Due to the extraction of high purity H
2
, the process discharges a

tail gas with a 30 to 60 percent amount of hydrogen. The H
2
 tail gas must be burned for reformer heat

because of its endothermic chemical reaction. As mentioned before, the high �ame velocity of H
2
 gas �res

rapidly on the burner surface, resulting in a glowing radiant H
2
 burner (�gure 5).

FIGURE 5.  Sintered metal �ber burners have been successfully used for H2 tail gas combustion for onsite H2 generation.

Unlike hydrocarbon fuel gases, the surface temperature of an H
2
 burner would remain in a radiant state

and continuously climb up with increased �re densities. Only quali�ed sintered metal �ber burners are

robust enough for su�cient durability of 12,000 operation hours. Sintered metal �ber burners not only

improved the reformer’s thermal e�ciency but also extend the heat exchanger life by eliminating �ame

impingement. Overall, sintered metal �ber burners meet the requirement of hydrogen refueling stations

for compactness, safety, low maintenance, high e�ciency, reliability, mass production and other attainable

goals desired by a hydrogen-based society.

Lixion Lu is the president of Micron Fiber-Tech. The DeBary, Fl.-based company can be reached at
386-688-7895 or visit mft-co.com.
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Extends System Life

Infrared Heating

All images provided by Catalytic Industrial Systems unless otherwise noted

By Shih-Shin Chou,
Catalytic Industrial Systems

The infrared emitter in the gas catalytic

ovens has no moving parts and requires

minimal servicing to maintain optimal
performance.

With proper design and maintenance, gas catalytic ovens can offer

years of service with minimal maintenance tasks.

With proper design and maintenance, gas catalytic ovens can o�er years of service with minimal

maintenance tasks. The major subsystems in an industrial gas catalytic oven consist of the infrared

emitter, the fuel gas train, a control panel and an exhaust system. This article will discuss the proper

maintenance tasks for these components to help you achieve the most life from your gas catalytic oven.

FIGURE 1.  While the picture of the example heater shown here is a smaller heater emitter than is normally used in an
industrial oven, the internal components are the same as the larger versions.

Infrared Emitter.
The infrared emitter in the gas catalytic ovens has no moving parts and requires minimal servicing to

maintain optimal performance. While the example heater shown in �gure 1 is a smaller heater emitter than

is normally used in an industrial oven, the internal components are the same as the larger versions. The

typical operating steps of the gas catalytic heaters are as follows:

While the catalysts in the catalyst pad are not consumed during normal operation, taking some simple

steps regularly can help to ensure the longevity of the infrared emitters. The emitter surface should be

kept clear of any foreign material, including liquid, powder overspray and dirt.

Electric power is �rst applied to the preheat elements for a total of about 30 min.

The thermocouple is used to sense that the desired temperature has been reached and, thus, it is

safe to introduce fuel gas via the gas train.

Gas �ows into the back of the heater unit and di�uses through the insulation to come in contact

with the catalyst pad.

The gas is converted to infrared heat emitted from the front of the heater.

Electric power is removed after the preheat cycle.

FIGURE 2.  This �gure shows an infrared emitter panel from an oven that was not functioning. The infrared emitters are
coated by the excess powder, rendering the emitters useless.

Figure 2 shows an infrared emitter panel from an oven that was not functioning. This oven had failed after

years of neglect. The infrared emitters are coated by the excess powder, rendering the emitters useless.

The entire set of infrared emitters needed to be replaced. While the best practice would be to extend the

distance between the oven and the powder coat step, this may not be possible in all cases. A simple

maintenance step would be to turn the oven at full power to burn o� the excess material regularly. For

powder-coating applications, a monthly burn-o� cycle is recommended. For liquid-coating applications, the

burn-o� cycle can be applied semi-annually. Finally, a light dusting brush may be used to help knock o� any

remaining surface material. Never use compressed air or harsh brushes, both of which could damage the

heater emitters.

The infrared emitters often can be repaired by the manufacturer to like-new condition. This usually

requires the emitters to be removed from the oven so key components can be replaced. Having spare

emitters will allow the repair work to be performed without extended downtime.

FIGURE 3.  Infrared emitters can be arranged as individual units for smaller ovens or in groups called zones for larger
ovens. Regardless of the con�guration of the infrared emitters, the fuel gas supply is controlled by the fuel gas train.

Gas Train. The infrared emitters can be arranged as individual units for smaller ovens or in groups called

zones for larger ovens. Regardless of the con�guration of the infrared emitters, the fuel gas supply is

controlled by the fuel gas train. The fuel gas train is required by code to have certain components. An

example fuel gas train is shown in �gure 3.

The �lter near the inlet of the gas train is the main item that needs regular servicing. The frequency of the

service depends on the quality of the fuel gas. The rest of the components shown in the example gas train

do not require regular service; however, having spare parts can be helpful to minimize downtime should

replacements be required.

FIGURE 4.  An exhaust system will be installed in all ovens, while a recirculation system will only be used in some cases.

Recirculation and Exhaust Systems. An exhaust system will be installed in all ovens, while a recirculation

system will only be used in some cases (�gure 4). Both systems will have a fan that will require periodic

servicing. The motor bearing in the fans should be lubricated as suggested by the manufacturer.

Control Panel and Enclosure. The enclosure of the oven will require the least amount of maintenance if

any. Service is usually only required due to external damage. Under normal operating conditions, the

enclosure should last the life of the oven.

In most instances, the infrared oven will be controlled with a PLC-based control panel. A quali�ed electrician

may be needed to replace switching components, such as relays, when their working limits have been

reached. Most control panels function with minimal servicing or maintenance.

FIGURE 5.  In most instances, the infrared oven will be controlled with a PLC-based control panel. Most control panels
function with minimal servicing or maintenance.

In conclusion, with proper care and regular cleaning, a gas catalytic infrared oven can provide years of

worry-free operation. As in all cases, proper design and installation of the system will be a critical factor in

extending the life of the oven. The system should be designed to prevent the overspray of paint from

reaching the inlet of the oven. This will help to keep the infrared emitters operating at optimal levels while

minimizing the maintenance required. In most instances, natural gas from the gas companies will be clean

and dry, but that is not always the case. Regularly cleaning out the fuel gas �lter in the gas train will help

extend the life of the infrared emitters.

It is good practice to have some spare parts as recommended by the oven manufacturer. This will help to

keep downtime to a minimum should maintenance be required. Spares such as extra infrared emitters,

thermocouples, gas train components and relays used in the control panel are good items to have on hand

for quick change out.

Shih-Shin Chou is the vice president of sales and marketing with Catalytic Industrial Systems.
The Independence, Kan.-based company can be reached at 620-577-4711 or visit www.cat-
group.com.
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Analyzing
Time-Series Data:

Industrial IIoT

All images provided by TrendMiner unless otherwise noted

By Wouter Daniels,
TrendMiner

Industries that optimize their

digitalization journey by adding an

analytics tool can help reduce
energy costs on heat recovery

steam generators such as the one

shown above.

The intersection formed via the Industrial Internet of Things,

digitalization and technology such as advanced analytics allows

manufacturers to leverage time-series and contextual data for

process insights.

Process industries face many operational challenges; however, analyzing time-series data can help improve

operational performance and increase sustainability e�orts. In addition to having unique process issues,

each industry also must contend with common challenges:

Energy consumption and the associated high costs.

 Water, which is becoming scarce, and post-production wastewater treatment.

 Emissions reduction and environmental impacts.

Traditional approaches to addressing these issues were time-consuming before industries began to

embrace the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). While the chemical industry was quick to adopt

digitalization, other industries have been slower in following its lead. By implementing innovative

technologies, industries can create new ways of operating to optimize processes and reduce costs while

remaining pro�table. 

Per the World Economic Forum Digital Transformation Initiative[1]:

For companies that embrace digitalization, it o�ers the promise of a more nimble and pro�table business, with

improved decision-making and increased employee empowerment. More importantly, when designed and

implemented correctly, digitalization can improve health, safety and environmental impact — saving lives, reducing

injuries, lowering emissions and waste, and increasing transparency and sustainability.

Companies in many industries can address their challenges and achieve their bottom-line goals by

embracing digitalization. Moreover, they can do more with their process data with the use of advanced

analytics software.

A data analytics tool improves overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), which in turn increases yield from raw materials.

Improving Operations via Process Time-Series and Contextual Data
Most industrial processes capture extensive time-series data. The raw data is a valuable resource that tells

a story. By using technology such as advanced analytics, industry-speci�c process experts are empowered

to solve problems themselves. This bene�t can lead to signi�cant value.

Using tools and self-service analytics can help process experts reduce downtime by �nding the root causes

of a process anomaly quickly. It also can alert personnel about process deviations and extraction e�ciency.

The processing of raw materials can be maximized. Process experts also can gain insight into the

performance and reliability of assets to schedule timely maintenance, thus prolonging asset health and life.

This will result in much-needed overall equipment e�ectiveness.

With advanced analytics, process experts will have essential engineering support and a round-the-clock

approach to running and managing their industries. The result is improved overall equipment

e�ectiveness (OEE). Advanced analytics solutions also can interpret time-series and contextual data. Data

such as raw material information, operational events, maintenance schedules and environmental

conditions often reside in third-party business applications. These create data silos. When these various

data sources are integrated and made readily available, engineers can gain a deeper insight into their

operations. This approach is more e�cient than tracking numerous separate �les in di�erent teams and

departments.

Solving Industry-Speci�c Challenges
The advantages of using advanced analytics software span across multiple industries. For example:

The food and beverage industry can use it to improve product quality and decrease costs.

The chemical industry can compare undesirable batches with ideal batch characteristics and learn

the root causes of the batch deviations.

An engineer uses time-series data to learn how to reduce time cycles in batch productions.

Use Case: Yield Increase Through Cycle-Time Reduction. A plant in the chemical industry produces

specialized �bers. In addition to their use in coatings and �lms, the resulting �bers are used in the

pharmaceutical space and are subject to strict quality constraints.

To produce �bers with the required and desired characteristics, the raw materials pass through a batch

reactor. Each batch reaction has multiple stages, with each transition from one stage to the next being

controlled thoroughly. The �nal performance of the process is measured through metrics such as cycle

time, end-product quality and yield.

Over time, the production of the �bers was suboptimal. Batches were taking longer to complete, which led

to increased cycle times. Before using self-service analytics, the team attempted to identify the root causes

of the cycle time delays but was unable to use conventional tooling.

Comparing operations over time helped identify changes in the work�ow. Software was used to identify

the �ve best batches that were produced historically in the �ve years of data available in the historian as a

comparison point for more recent production batches.

To �nd the best batches in the data available, a good de�nition of what constitutes the golden standard

was required. A pre-processing step was done to remove all batches that did not meet the quality criteria:

All batches of irrelevant product types were removed.

All batches that did not run to completion were removed.

All batches where the end quality did not meet the desired speci�cation were removed.

This pre-processing was accomplished using the software via the search and �lter functionalities within

the self-service analytics software.

Once the pre-processing steps were completed, the dataset was reduced to batches that met the minimum

requirements. The next step was to limit results — by searching and sorting the results based on duration

— to those batches that had the highest yield/shortest cycle time. The 15 shortest batches were layered on

top of each other, revealing the ideal batch pro�le in the process.

The �nal step consisted of overlaying 10 recent batches on top of the golden batch pro�le. Immediately, a

clustering became apparent. Midway through the full batch cycle, the recent batches signi�cantly deviated

from the historical best performers. Furthermore, subject matter experts could immediately recognize that

this was related to a change in the ramping up of a raw material feed. The material was being added at a

slower rate compared to historical golden batches.

Process engineers were able to retune the feed controller and map the feed ramp rate to match historical

performance. They had been faced with increased cycle times for quite a while, which lead to tangible

production and revenue losses. The improvement potential is around 30 minutes on a nine-hour batch

cycle, which corresponds to an estimated $1 million per year in business value.

This process expert is using a self-service data analytics tool to �nd the root cause of clogged air�ow in a production
process.

Use Case: Increased Energy Production by Resolving Clogged Air�ow. A plant in the energy and utility

industry uses natural gas to produce electricity. This combined-cycle gas power plant is equipped with two

turbines that power a generator.

The primary turbine is powered by hot air, which is generated by burning the gas. The secondary turbine

is powered by steam that is generated by heating water with the air coming from the primary turbine.

Over time, the performance of a unit of the plant’s power station began to worsen, which lead to capacity

and revenue loss. The loss was gradual, so it went unnoticed at �rst. After a couple of years, however, it

became clear that performance was degrading. The team wanted to quantify the impact and duration of

their losses. Before using analytics software, process experts did not have the toolset to do this e�ciently.

A decrease in performance usually is a gradual phenomenon. With the analytics software, the team could

visualize operations. Using a value-based search, the decline in performance was con�rmed quickly and

quanti�ed. This formed the foundation for the rest of the analysis.

Because of external factors such as unplanned downtime and load reduction on market demand, the team

needed to dig deeper to measure the actual performance of the unit. To do this, the engineers used

analytics software to identify which process parameters di�ered consistently between those two time

periods to �nd a potential root cause of the decreased performance.

The performance of the power station depends on the ambient temperature, so the team started by

�nding periods where the ambient temperature was relatively constant. A value-based search was

performed to �nd periods where the ambient temperature is between 80 and 83°F (26 and 28°C). They also

�ltered out periods where the plant was not running or the power was too low. Once this was completed,

the average power production could then be calculated and exported for assessment. The results showed

that the performance of the current power station indeed decreased about 2 percent over three years.

Using the analytics software’s layering functionality, good performance periods were selected from 2014,

while bad performance periods were selected from 2015 and 2016. The engineers could identify potential

root causes of the problem using the layering comparison table.

The team found that the gas fuel �ow, the compressor discharge temperature and the inlet guide vanes

reference angle di�er consistently for both groups of layers. The resulting observations led to the

hypothesis that the root cause of the problem could be explained because of non-calibrated inlet guide

vanes, which impeded air and fuel supply and, ultimately, power generation in the gas turbine.

Using the annotations in the software, observations were captured and shared within the organization for

the investigated periods. When an engineer goes back and looks at the production data, he or she will be

made aware of the non-calibrated inlet guide vanes. The engineer will know immediately that this data

corresponds to suboptimal operation and know why. Capturing valuable information ensures the

availability and distribution of knowledge and will provide opportunities for organizations to enhance

productivity and gain competitiveness.

After years of reduced power production and tangible revenue losses, plant engineers needed to identify

and resolve the issues at hand. Before using the software, countless time was invested in meetings,

discussions and analysis using conventional tools and methods. Still, the engineers were unable to �nd

answers. The analytics software enabled them to identify and resolve the capacity loss e�ciently. The

improvement potential is around 2 MW of extra production, which results in an estimated $260,000 per

year in business value.

In conclusion, industries are struggling with a variety of issues, including functioning during a global

pandemic and adhering to increasing environmental regulations. However, with IIoT, digitalization and

technology such as advanced analytics, manufacturers can leverage their time-series and contextual data.

Industries can illuminate the road forward to reach their bottom line with IIoT and advanced analytics.
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For process cooling applications, there

are several industrial fan options. A

cooling blower for use in a bioenergy
plant is shown.

Maintenance Tips
for Process Cooling

Centrifugal Fans
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By Chet White,
AirPro Fan & Blower Co.

Industrial Fans

Following these 20 tips will help extend the life of your industrial fan

and safeguard operational safety, ef�ciency and productivity.

The moving parts of centrifugal fans — and the vital role that fans play in many industrial process cooling

applications — make them critical components for maintenance considerations. But, how do you ensure

that your industrial fans have long operating lives while running safely, e�ciently and productively?

We’ve identi�ed 20 tips across three stages of life for an industrial fan that will set you up for optimal

operations in your process cooling system. The three stages are:

1. Design and construction.

2. Storage and installation.

3. Operations and service.

Careful consideration of the tips across all three stages will allow you to maximize the life of your fan,

reduce your overall maintenance costs and keep your process cooling operations �owing smoothly.

Tips for Fan Design and Construction
Considering maintenance during the design and construction stage for industrial fans means you are

ahead of the game. There are six things you can do during industrial fan design and construction to help

ensure a long centrifugal fan life.

1.  Select the Right Fan for the Airstream

For process cooling applications, there are several industrial fan options. These include:

Backward-curved fans to handle clean air or light particulate and deliver high e�ciency at high

volume with high pressure.

Backward-inclined fans to process clean air at normal-to-high temperatures in high volume, low

pressure applications.

High pressure radial fans to withstand abrasive airstreams and material handling.

Industrial exhausters to process saturated gas, light particulates and clean dry gas at a lower cost.

Usually, a few options with various trade-o�s must be considered. Be sure you have the right application

engineer insights to help you select the fan that will set you up for low maintenance operations as well as

optimal performance.

2.  Specify the Right Accessories to Protect Your Fan

The accessories you specify for your industrial fan can make all the di�erence in favor of your success with

fan maintenance. Every process cooling system has a unique environment. Some may have more or fewer

constraints on space; others may have foundational or temperature challenges. Accessories can help with

important maintenance drivers like vibration, temperature, power �uctuations and fan surroundings.

Accessory options include vibration and temperature sensors, auto-lubricators, vibration isolators and

expansion joints.

3.  Design Your Fan Housing with Appropriate Access and Flexibility

The fan housing can be a blessing or a curse when it comes to maintenance. The “secret” is to design the

housing with access features based on the speci�c positioning of the fan and your need to access the

housing interior. Di�erent types of doors provide access inside the housing to the fan wheel. Split-housing

designs enable wheel removal without disrupting ductwork, and rotatable housing options allow for

con�guration adjustments in the �eld.

4.  Use the Right Materials for Your Application

Make sure your process cooling fan is built with the materials of construction that will save you from

premature wear-and-tear and maintenance issues in the near and long term.

Depending on your facility and process, you may need aluminum for spark resistance, stainless steel for

corrosion protection, or special alloys to withstand high temperatures. Provide your supplier with the

speci�cs of your application; then, make sure they know not only what will work, but also what will keep

you safe and compliant with all relevant standards and regulations.

5.  Watch for Good Welding

Fans include multiple rotating components that are welded together. That makes weld quality a critical

factor in reliable and safe operation. You may want to ensure that your fan manufacturer is using weld

processes that comply with applicable industry standards.

Weld testing also is available to verify structural integrity. Depending on your application, it may be

appropriate.

6.  Start with the Right Finishes 

Use the best �nishes and coatings to make your fans resistant to corrosion, heat, �re, particles and other

elements. Custom �nish options are diverse and include various enamels, specialty paints and linings. They

may simplify routine maintenance and increase the life of your fan.

Making sure your process cooling fan is built with the right materials of construction will help avoid premature wear-and-tear
and maintenance issues. This might include spark-resistant materials, stainless steel for corrosion protection, or special
alloys to withstand high temperatures.

Tips for Fan Storage and Installation
Once your industrial fan is built and shipped, there are seven maintenance tips to keep it in good shape for

the start of your process cooling operations. But �rst, there is one item that is both too obvious — and too

important — to call a “tip.” Always be sure to follow the fan manufacturer’s installation, operation and

maintenance (IOM) manual for installation.

Here are the tips for industrial fan maintenance at the storage and installation stage.

7.  Select Your Storage Spot Carefully

If you need to store your fan for any length of time prior to installation, which is common, it is essential to

pick the right spot. Make sure it is in a clean, protected area, isolated from vibrations that can damage the

fan and its motor bearings.

8.  Release Motor Belt Tensions

If your fan has a belt drive and you need to store it for a prolonged period, be sure to release the belt

tensions. Also, do not forget to retighten them when you are ready to install.

9.  Rotate Weekly

When storing an industrial fan, it is critical to rotate the fan wheel by hand at least once a week to prevent

the shaft from taking a set, and to redistribute the bearing grease. Rotate the motor and rotor at the same

time to ensure all bearing parts are well greased.

10.  Start with a Secure, Level Foundation

When it is time to install the fan, make sure you have a strong, level surface like reinforced concrete to

support the weight and balance of the heavy-duty machinery. Also, it should be rigid enough to withstand

the maximum allowed vibration levels indicated in the IOM. Be sure to fasten the fan securely to the

foundation with the speci�ed amount of torque.

11.  Check for Imbalances and Excess Vibration 

Because fan balance is vital to a smooth startup, if the fan had to sit idle for any length of time before

installation, you will want to check the balance and vibration levels. Check for and correct imbalances and

excess vibration to operate within the safe levels provided by your fan manufacturer. That can include

things like adding vibration isolators or installing �exible connections between the fan connections and

ductwork.

12.  Tighten and Align

Check all alignments to ensure they remain within the manufacturer’s tolerances. Be sure all of the

fasteners, particularly the ones in the wheel connection to the shaft, are appropriately tight. If they are

not, failure might not be far behind.

13.  Double-Check Bearing Lubrication 

You want there to be just enough lubrication — not too much and not too little — evenly distributed in the

bearings to allow smooth operation without leaking. This is a common maintenance area, so it is best to

start on the right foot.

The moving parts of centrifugal fans and the vital role they play in many industrial process cooling applications make them
critical components for maintenance considerations.

Operations and Service Tips
If you have followed the previously mentioned steps, you have set yourself up with the potential for a long

fan life that lasts well beyond most manufacturer’s warranties. But that does not mean your maintenance

work is �nished. In fact, you have only just begun.

The �nal seven tips for industrial fan maintenance should serve as a standing list of regular checks and

repairs of key components such as the motor, the fan and any related accessories and connections. Timing

will vary across process cooling fan applications. This maintenance requires discipline, but it requires much

less cost and e�ort than would be required if you skip these simple but vital steps.

14.  Install Sensors 

We recommend temperature and vibration sensors to provide continuous monitoring for the early

detection of problems. Sensors provide an early warning of potential issues so you can address them

before they become catastrophic. Do not forget about your motor bearings when you are installing and

monitoring your sensors.

15.  Check Your Bearings 

Bearings are among the most frequently replaced items on an industrial fan. If you extend the life of your

bearings through proper maintenance, you will save on the cost of otherwise more frequent replacements.

It will also help extend the life of the overall process cooling fan and system. As noted above, this includes

ongoing monitoring for vibration and temperature as well as proper lubrication to reduce friction while

still releasing heat.

Do not forget that no matter how good you are with bearing maintenance, you will still need to replace the

bearing when they reach the end of their L10 life (the life expectancy with 90 percent con�dence). Pro tip:

Have these commonly replaced parts on hand for quick replacement, which you should be able to

anticipate easily with your regular maintenance schedule.

Your fan housing can be a blessing or a curse when it comes to maintenance. Design your housing with access features
based on the speci�c positioning of the fan and your need to access the housing interior.

16.  Keep an Eye on Your Fan Wheel 

The fan wheel should be clean and free of corrosion and, importantly, it should always be in balance.

Increasing vibration levels can cause problems if left unchecked. Your vibration sensors and additional

vibration isolation can be a tremendous help.

17.  Stock Up on Recommended Spare Parts 

Keeping your fan’s recommended spare parts on hand can save you big time when it comes to

maintenance downtime and expediting premiums. Your fan manufacturer can tell you which components

are most likely to wear out �rst. They typically include bearings, fan wheels, and shafts and drive

components (typically belts or couplings).

18.  Check Alignment of the Drive Components 

As mentioned previously, be sure to include the motor and related drive parts in your regular fan

maintenance schedule. Whether direct-drive or belt drive, proper alignment is the key. 

Belt-drive fans connect to the shaft through a system comprised of belts, sheaves and bushings. You can

get more out of the belt drive system by keeping the sheaves �ush, aligned and correctly tensioned. 

On a direct-drive fan, check the alignment any time you disassemble and reassemble or move the fan. You

also will want to keep an eye on the coupling to ensure it is properly lubricated with grease at all times.

19.  Watch for Rust on the Steel Components 

The steel components will not give you much trouble, but you should avoid letting them rust. They may

need a touchup of paint every now and then, but will likely outlive the overall system.

20.  Know Who and When to Call for Help

If you have done all of the above and cannot �nd the issue or the solution, it might be time to call for

backup. Whether in or out of warranty, your fan manufacturer should have application engineers on hand

to help �nd and �x problems a�ecting performance.

Chet White is the sales manager for AirPro Fan & Blower Co. The Rhinelander, Wis.-based
company can be reached at 715-365-3267 or visit airprofan.com.
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Listen and Learn
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Register here to watch live or on-demand.

 

The ROI for Quality Liquid Temperature Control Equipment

In liquid temperature control, as in so many facets of heating and cooling, the complicated
dynamics of refrigeration do not go unnoticed. Dr. Dirk Frese, vice president of marketing,

sales and service at Julabo USA, will relate the complexities of cooling back to the

fundamental laws of thermodynamics and connects them to everyday applications in
thermal processing. Dr. Frese will walk through the multiple transfers of energy required

in a refrigeration cycle as they compare to heating. 
  

Live event: July 19.
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Stephanie Poirier of the Continuing Education Center

Contributing editor Reed Miller sat down with Stephanie Poirier, BNP's continuing
education business development manager, to discuss the Thermal Processing Continuing

Education Center. Find out what this educational resource has to offer you and/or your
employees, and learn how to earn free PDHs. Visit the CE Center at
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Industrial Valves

Valve Maintenance and Life
Expectancy Tips

Photos credit: Valveman.com / Bonomi North America

An inline check valve is a durable

component that can provide an

extended maintenance frequency.

The process to extend the life expectancy of a valve begins with

valve selection and continues through installation, operation and

maintenance procedures.

By Gilbert Welsford Jr., ValveMan.com

Despite drawing less routine focus in comparison to other system components, valves are an essential part

of a �ow system. Valve reliability helps ensure con�dence in the system operation and the protection of

other components. For the smooth running of a system, therefore, proper valve maintenance is important:

It can reduce downtime, extend life expectancy and reduce long-term operational costs. In some

applications, poor valve maintenance can lead to a potentially unsafe environment where high pressure

builds up, or hazardous and dangerous �uids are released.

Valve maintenance is even more relevant in high temperature and high pressure processes such as

industrial process heating, combustion, steam production, steam power plants and chemical processes.

The life expectancy of valves within these processes is relatively shorter than under standard conditions

due to the harsh operating conditions. Any valves used in such an environment will, therefore, require

frequent maintenance activities to keep the system in check.

But, how to extend valve life expectancy? Some valves can remain fully functional for more than a decade if

simple procedures are followed throughout the valve’s life. Four primary considerations to extend the life

of a valve include:

Selecting the right valve type.

Operating within the thermal limits.

Following the valve maintenance checklist.

Adhering to proper techniques and installation.

This article will take a closer look at each.

Selecting the Proper Valve Type
Sometimes, there is more than one type of valve that can perform a function in a process,  but often, it is

just one type that is best suited. For instance, selecting the correct check valve for your application may not

be as simple as you might think. In industrial process heating, valves also are required to control thermal

load, temperature and pressure in steam applications. Making the proper choice of valve requires

knowledge such as the application function, operating conditions (temperature and pressure), and safety

requirements. The type of �uid is equally important.

Once the valve is selected, it is essential to size it appropriately to pipe dimensions and �uid conditions. A

small valve in a large �ow process will experience a high �ow velocity that can wear out the internal valve

parts. This leads to leakages and loss of control. The �uid type also in�uences the valve type and material. A

compatibility chart is helpful to map out what valve material has chemical resistance to the process �uid.

If the valve is operated remotely, the actuator also must be sized appropriately with the correct torque.

Often, it is tempting to oversize the actuator to avoid overheating an undersized actuator, but oversized

actuators can lead to twisting the stem. Take care to check valve torque speci�cations in the

documentation.

Operate Within the Thermal Limits
Arguably, the most important consideration for valve life expectancy is the amount of time the valve is

operated within and outside of the thermal limits.

The thermal limits are de�ned by the maximum operating condition for temperature and pressure. Each

valve is designed to operate within a speci�c condition determined and speci�ed by the manufacturer. The

limits are based on the type of material selected for the valve body, seal/seat, stem, gland packing, closing

mechanism, etc. Special valves — designed for higher thermal limits than usual — are available.

Operating most valves beyond the speci�ed limits for a short time does not immediately a�ect the valve’s

performance. It may be tempting to think the valve is suitable for such conditions. The continuous

operation of the valve beyond this limit, however, will slowly damage it, signi�cantly reducing the life

expectancy.

A typical example is operating a valve above a speci�ed 176°F (80°C) design limit. While a valve with a

stainless steel valve body may be durable under such conditions, the valve seal that is not visible — and

made of a polymer — is not. The seal will slowly expand and deform every time it is exposed to a

temperature above 176°F, leading to leaks in the valve eventually.

A three-way, pneumatically actuated, high
pressure ball valve such as this one requires
clean, dry compressed air to prolong life
expectancy.

Valve Maintenance Checklist
Performing preventive maintenance on valves goes a

long way to extending their expected life. The

procedures and frequency often are dependent on

the valve type and the operating condition. For

example, the simplicity of a check valve would imply a

more extended maintenance frequency when

compared to a high pressure ball valve.

A typical valve maintenance list includes addressing

packing gland integrity, air quality for pneumatic

actuators, adequate lubrication and e�ective cleaning.

Checking Packing Gland Integrity. Packing glands

are adjustable contact-type sealing; they prevent �uid

leakage along the valve stem. Periodic checks should

be done to ensure the correct compression of the

gland, correct placement of the gland nut and the

absence of leaks.

Checking and Maintaining Air Quality for

Pneumatic Actuators on Valves. Valves can get

damaged by irregular operations caused by defective

actuators. For pneumatic actuators, air that is dry and

free of particles will help ensure the valve actuation is

smooth and consistent. Dirty air can block a solenoid

valve controlling the actuator and prevent complete

closure of the valve, leading to leakages and loss of

pressure for valve actuation.

Lubrication. Certain types of valves — plug valves, for example — require periodic lubrication to prevent

wear from the elements. As with most mechanical devices, lubrication is an essential part of maintenance.

Cleaning. Processes that transport slurries require periodic cleaning of the valves. Cleaning removes solid

particles stuck on the valve seal or valve surface that might otherwise prevent proper shuto� or increase

the pressure drop across the valve.

Preventive maintenance is particularly vital for valve operation at high temperatures and pressure in

industrial heating processes. Changing a worn-out seal or adjusting a mispositioned valve seat position will

prevent damage to the valve body. The valve parts should be considered independent components in

which the replacement of one part can avoid the replacement of the whole valve.

Operating Techniques and Installation
The life expectancy of a valve can be in�uenced by the installation method, how the valve is operated,

service regiment and the valve environment. For example, a typical installation mistake is positioning the

cables of an electric actuated high pressure ball valve so that the condensation can �ow from the cables

into the actuator and easily shorten the life expectancy of the valve.

Some valves are not designed for continuous operation, particularly on/o� valves. If the control signal

switches from on to o� and back to on consistently, the valve life expectancy will be reduced signi�cantly.

The control logic should also have a periodic on/o� signal for valves that do not operate for long periods.

Symptoms of a Defective Valve
There are plenty of symptoms of a defective valve. Some of the most common ones are poor process

control, leaks, sti� stems or valves that do not fully close.

Leaks. If leaks are discovered, check for corrosion and mineral buildup. Also, check the seat seals

and tighten the valveʼs packing gland nut.

In conclusion, the life expectancy of a valve is dependent on choices made during the selection of the valve,

installation method, maintenance activities and use of the valve. The quality of these choices will determine

how much con�dence you may have in the valves and when you should expect the failure.

Poor Process Control. A defective valve will not achieve the setpoint because the expected �ow rate

will di�er from the actual �ow rate. Poor process control often is the �rst sign that a valve is no

longer operating as designed.

Sti� Stem. Eliminate overtightening the packing gland but ensure it is su�ciently tight to prevent

leaks. Check that the valve is not stuck on the seal or seat.

Not Fully Closing. A possible cause is debris in the process stuck on the valve’s surface or seat.

Gilbert Welsford Jr. is the founder of ValveMan.com, an online store. For more information, call
888-825-8800 or visit valveman.com.
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Innovation

by DESIGN

AEC

AEC HE Chillers
High-E�ciency Central Chillers from AEC are remarkably energy e�cient and can save

processors up to 60% in electrical costs. This chiller continuously measures ambient and

process conditions, adjusting to operate in the most e�cient manner possible. HE Chillers from

AEC are designed with electrical, mechanical, and control redundancy, along with predictive

analysis where downtime can be virtually eliminated. HE Chillers are available in single circuits

from 20 to 60 tons, and can be expanded by plugging similar capacity units in for up to 600

tons of cooling.

Learn more about high-e�ciency chillers from AEC:

www.aecinternet.com/product/high-e�ciency-central-chillers

Back

EVAPCO Water Saver
The EVAPCO Water Saver was designed for customers with challenging makeup water sources; hard water,

high alkalinity, high chloride, etc., which historically limited the cycles of concentration (water e�ciency) at

which the evaporative equipment could operate. More recently municipal reclaim has gained in popularity,

o�ering even tougher challenges of the water treatment systems for evaporative equipment. From data

centers to food and beverage plants, and manufacturing plants to hospitals, the EVAPCO Water Saver is

here to take on even the toughest challenges our customers face with their makeup water quality.

www.evapco.com/products/water-treatment-systems/water-savertm

Back

Magnatrol Valve Corporation
High quality two-way bronze (Type L & S) and stainless steel (Type K & W), full port valves for hot liquid, hot

gas and steam applications in ½” to 3” pipe sizes ideally suited for �uid control in process heating

applications. The valves are supplied with continuous duty Class H coils for all voltages, are normally open

or normally closed, explosion proof, and available for quick delivery.

www.magnatrol.com

Back

Miura Steam Boilers Save Fuel Costs
Miura, the world leader in steam boiler innovation, reduces fuel costs and emissions

compared to traditional �retube boilers.

Miura’s LX-Series steam boilers are compactly-designed, high-e�ciency, lightweight

boilers that provide full steam in less than 5 minutes from a cold start. On-Demand

steam means that our modular units can be turned o� fully as needed (no idling

necessary) and still meet peak load requirements, an enormous advantage that reduces

fuel requirements and supports green initiatives. Fuel-saving features also include Load-

following technology for steam as needed and Scalability that adjusts steam output to

your speci�c requirements.

Learn more: 1-888-309-5574, email us.info@miuraz.com.

miuraboiler.com/products-category/steam-boilers

Back

Miura’s modular LX-Series Steam Boilers Reduce Fuel Costs.

Sterling TCU
Sterling’s high-quality temperature control units are available to suit any industrial process needs. Both

water and hot oil TCUs from Sterling o�er precise, automatic temperature control with easy operation for

unmatched reliability and performance. Sterling’s Oil Temperature Control Units operate from 100°F to

550°F and water units range from 32°F to 300°F. Sterling’s Sterlco® TCUs are sure to meet your application

needs.

Learn more about Sterling’s water and hot oil temperature control units:

www.sterlco.com/product-category/temperature-control

Back
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Premium Listing
Below are the premium listings from our directories.
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Premium Listing

AW-Lake

2440 W. Corporate Preserve Dr., Ste. 600 

Oak Creek, WI 53154 

(414) 574-4300 

mreiff@aw-lake.com

www.aw-lake.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

AW-Lake Company, a TASI Group company, is a leading North American design, manufacturing & service

company of �ow measurement technology for the �uid control needs of various industries, including oil &

gas, chemical processing, paints & coatings, hydraulics & pneumatics, food processing, & �uid power. We

provide local engineering solutions, manufacturing & �nal assembly, calibration, & customized �ow

metering solutions to customers in North, South, & Central America.

**Product Categories**

Flow Meters, Air

Flow Meters, Chemical

Flow Meters, Gas

Flow Meters, Oil

Flow Meters, Water

mailto:mreiff@aw-lake.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://www.aw-lake.com/
https://www.aw-lake.com/
https://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4227-aw-lake


Premium Listing

Active Chemical Systems Inc.
16755 Park Cir. Dr.

Chagrin Falls, OH 44023

(440) 543-8197

sales@activechemicalsystems.com

https://activechemicalsystems.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Active Chemical Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of both new custom manufactured heat exchangers as

well as heat exchanger repair services since 1971; specializing in graphite plate heaters, graphite block, as

well as tube-in-shell heat exchangers.

**Product Categories**

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Graphite Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

mailto:sales@activechemicalsystems.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://activechemicalsystems.com/
https://activechemicalsystems.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4291-active-chemical-systems-inc


Premium Listing

Blue M, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856

(800) 586-2473

info@thermalproductsolutions.com

https://www.bluem.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Blue M is recognized as an industry leader in the design, engineering, manufacture, & after-market

support of industrial & laboratory ovens that are ideal for a wide range of applications. Blue M products

are available in bench top, stacked, & cabinet models to accommodate a variety of capabilities & footprints.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Top Load Dryers

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.bluem.com/
https://www.bluem.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4324-blue-m-div-of-tps


Premium Listing

Bühler Aeroglide
100 Aeroglide Dr.

Cary, NC 27511

(919) 851-2000

aeroglide.sales@buhlergroup.com

https://www.buhlergroup.com/drying

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Bühler Aeroglide manufactures thermal-processing technology for specialty chemicals, catalysts, polymers,

SAP, rubber, minerals, & other bulk materials.  Conveyor drying technologies have high-capacity capability

& rugged construction, maximizing production time & yield.  Advanced process control systems o�er

optimum �nal product quality & energy e�ciency, & full machine access for easy cleaning.

**Product Categories**

Baking Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Dryer Accessories

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curtains Dryer Accessories

Curtains Oven Accessories

Dehydrating Ovens

Dehydrators

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Fluid-Bed Dryers

Fluidized Beds

Heat Setting Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Dryers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Ovens

Hot Water Dryers

Hot Water Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Dryers

Oil Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Trays Dryer Accessories

Trays Oven Accessories

mailto:aeroglide.sales@buhlergroup.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.buhlergroup.com/drying
https://www.buhlergroup.com/drying
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4327-buhler-aeroglide


Premium Listing

CO2Meter.com

131 Business Center Dr. 

Ormond Beach, FL 32174 

(877) 678-4259 

sales@co2meter.com

www.co2meter.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

CO2Meter specializes in the design & manufacturing of gas detection & monitoring devices - mainly CO2.

Our approach is based on the science of gas & how best to accurately & repeatedly measure that gas for

the end-users purposes. Our business partners in Restaurant, Beverage, Agriculture, Indoor Air Quality,

Safety, & other �elds �nd our devices to be highly accurate & cost-e�ective.

**Product Categories**

Leak Detectors, Gas/Air

mailto:sales@co2meter.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://www.co2meter.com/
https://www.co2meter.com/
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4890-co2meter-com


Premium Listing

Chillermen

340 S. Milpitas Blvd. 

Milpitas, CA 95035 

(408) 782-9900 

scottg@chillermen.com

chillermen.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Chillermen Manufactures The Industry's First Ever Evap Condensing Chillers 60-450 Tons.  35% Less Energy

Usage & 40% Smaller Footprint Than Any Air-Cooled Chiller.

**Product Categories**

Chillers, Air-Condensed

Chillers, Air-Cooled

Chillers, Indoor

Chillers, Liquid

Chillers, Outdoor

Chillers, Packaged

Chillers, Split System

Chillers, Water-Cooled

Thermoelectric Modules

mailto:scottg@chillermen.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
https://chillermen.com/
https://chillermen.com/
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3495-chillermen


Premium Listing

Delta Elektrogas
Via Trieste 132

Arcade, 31030, Italy

(330) 678-4328

support_ab@combustion911.com

https://combustion911.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

The Elektrogas brand of combustion equipment for industrial applications includes valves (safety shut-o�

solenoid, butter�y, linear �ow control, needle, vent solenoid, air solenoid), regulators (pressure reducing,

ratio), actuators (2-point step, 3-point step, continuous control, & high-torque options), gas �lters, & more.

Ask us about our max. 90 PSI SSOVs with proof of closure!

**Product Categories**

Butter�y Valves

Control Valves

Filters Blower/Fan Accessories

Flow Valves

Gas Filters

Gas Regulators

Needle Valves

Regulating/Pressure-Reducing Valves

Relief & Safety Valves

Solenoid Valves

mailto:support_ab@combustion911.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://combustion911.com/
https://combustion911.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5297-delta-elektrogas


Premium Listing

Draeger Inc.
7256 S. Sam Houston Pkwy. W., Ste. 100 

Houston, TX 77085 

(800) 437-2437 

mark.heuchert@draeger.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Founded in 1889 in Lübeck, Germany, Dräger is a global leader in safety & medical technology.  The safety

division specializes in �xed & portable gas detection & in respiratory protection.  Our guiding philosophy is

"Technology for Life", & we are committed to bringing innovative solutions to protect life safety.

**Product Categories**

Alarms

Ammonia Monitors

Leak Detectors, Ammonia

Leak Detectors, Gas/Air

Leak Detectors, Ultrasonic

mailto:mark.heuchert@draeger.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
mailto:mark.heuchert@draeger.com
http://www.process-cooling.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3642-draeger-inc


Premium Listing

ENERVEX Inc.

1685 Bluegrass Lakes Pkwy.

Alpharetta, GA 30004

(770) 587-3238

marketing@enervex.com

https://www.enervex.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

ENERVEX o�ers complete & customized heat recovery solutions by combining exhaust/chimney system,

mechanical exhaust & heat recovery needed to complete a project. Through a single supplier.  We can work

with almost any process applications involving boilers, generators, baking/food/process/industrial ovens,

dryers, fuel cell, smelter - & much more.

**Product Categories**

Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Air-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Axial Flow Blowers

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Blower/Fan Accessories

Ba�es Boiler Accessories

Ba�es Ducting Accessories

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Breeching Boiler Accessories

Centrifugal Blowers

Centrifugal Fans

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Duct, In�exible Blower/Fan Accessories

Ducting Oven Accessories

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Exhaust Fans

Expansion Joints Ducting Accessories

Forced Draft Fans

Gas Blowers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Systems

Heating Heat Exchangers

Hot Air Blowers

Induced Draft Fans

In�exible Ducting

Insulated Ducting

Insulation Ducting Accessories

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Propeller Fans

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Ventilating Fans

mailto:marketing@enervex.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.enervex.com/
https://www.enervex.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/8377-enervex-inc


Premium Listing

Emerson

160 Park Ave.

Florham Park, NJ 07932

(800) 972-2726

jimmy.mcnamara@emerson.com

https://www.emerson.com/combustion

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Emerson provides the industry’s best combination of availability, reliability & economy for critical

combustion equipment such as Boilers, Burners, Furnaces, Ovens, Kilns & Incinerators. OEMs & end-users

rely on our wide range of innovative dependable products. ASCO Safety Shuto� Valves have some of the

highest �ow capabilities in the industry.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Burners

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Burners

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air-Operated Valves

Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Air-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Ball Valves

Bellows-Sealed Valves

Boilers/Steam Generators Burners

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Butter�y Valves

Check Valves

Circulation Heaters

Cleaners/Washers Burners

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Cleaning Equipment Supplies

Coils, Heating & Cooling

Control Valves

Cooling Heat Exchangers

Dry Heat Sterilizers

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electricity Ovens

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Flow Valves

Fuel Valves

Gas-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Gas-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Gate Valves

Heat Guns (Process Use)

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Heating Heat Exchangers

Hot Oil/Thermal Fluid Ovens

Hot Water Ovens

Incinerators/Oxidizers Burners

Interchanger Heat Exchangers

Liquid Heaters Burners

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Ovens

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Pneumatic Valves

Propane Ovens

Reducing

Regulating/Pressure-Reducing Valves

Regulating/Temperature Valves

Relief & Safety Valves

Solenoid Valves

Steam Ovens

Steam Valves

Steam-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid Heaters Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Thermal Fluid-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Gas Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Thermal Fluid-to-Steam Heat Exchangers

Thermal Oxidizer System

Water Heaters Burners

Water Heaters Heaters

Zone Heater Heat Tracing

mailto:jimmy.mcnamara@emerson.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.emerson.com/combustion
https://www.emerson.com/combustion
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/8331-emerson


Premium Listing

Gruenberg, Div. of TPS
2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856

(570) 538-7200

info@tpsovens.com

https://www.gruenberg.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Gruenberg is a leading manufacturer of custom industrial ovens, pharmaceutical sterilizers, explosion-

proof dryers, granulation dryers, depyrogenation ovens, & custom pharmaceutical ovens.

**Product Categories**

Air Filters

Air Flow Meters

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Axial Flow Fans

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Dryer Accessories

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Carts Oven Accessories

Centrifugal Fans

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circular Recorders, Temperature

Coil Heating Elements

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Dehydrating Ovens

Dewpoint/Moisture Measuring Devices

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Electric

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Dryer Accessories

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Gas Filters

Gas Flow Meters

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Humidity Controls

Humidity Sensors

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Motor Controls/Controllers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Ovens Heaters

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Programmable

Rack Ovens

Racks Dryer Accessories

Racks Oven Accessories

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Revolving Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Solid State

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Sterilizing Ovens

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Temperature Controls

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Dryer Accessories

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Dryer Accessories

View Ports Oven Accessories

Water-Circulating Temperature Control Systems

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@tpsovens.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.gruenberg.com/
https://www.gruenberg.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4434-gruenberg-div-of-tps


Premium Listing

Hurst Boiler & Welding Co. Inc.
100 Boilermaker Ln.

Coolidge, GA 31738-3765

(229) 346-3545

info@hurstboiler.com

https://www.hurstboiler.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Hurst Boiler & Welding Company Inc. has been manufacturing, designing, engineering & servicing gas, oil,

coal, solid waste, biomass, & hybrid fuel-�red steam & hot water boilers since 1967.  In addition to a

complete line of steam a& hot water  Firetube & Watertube boilers with fully Integrated Boiler Controls.

Hurst Boiler also manufactures a complete line of boiler parts, boiler room peripherals & accessories.

**Product Categories**

Combination Fired/Multi-Fuel Boilers

Condensate Returns

Deaerators

Hot Water Boilers

Natural Gas Boilers

Oil Boilers

Packaged Boilers

Propane Boilers

Recovery/Waste Heat Boilers

Scotch Marine Boilers

Steam Boilers

Tubes Boiler Accessories

Vertical Tubeless Boilers

Water Tube Boilers

mailto:info@hurstboiler.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.hurstboiler.com/
https://www.hurstboiler.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5391-hurst-boiler-welding-co-inc


Premium Listing

Micron Fiber-Tech

230 Springview Commerce Dr., Ste. 100

DeBary, FL 32713

(386) 668-7895

info@mft-co.com

https://www.mft-co.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

MFT manufactures low NOx gas burners & infrared burners for heating systems ranging in application

from food equipment to boilers.  MFT burners utilize proprietary metal �ber technology to achieve sub-

5ppm NOx levels without complicated FGR systems. With 20+ years experience, MFT can engineer any

heating system to your low NOx speci�cations.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Burners

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Burners

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Burners

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Catalytic Burners

Cleaners/Washers Burners

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Fired Vaporizers

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Dual-Fuel Burners

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Incinerators/Oxidizers Burners

Indirect Fired Vaporizers

Infrared Burners

Infrared, Metal Ribbon Heaters

Infrared, Radiant Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Line Burners

Liquid Heaters Burners

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Low NOx Burners

Luminous Flame Burners

Natural Gas Burners

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Packaged Burners

Packaged Heaters

Pre-Mix Burners

Propane Burners

Radiant Cup Burners

Radiant Line Burners

Radiant Tube Burners

Ribbon Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Burners

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Velocity, Low Burners

Water Heaters Burners

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@mft-co.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
https://www.mft-co.com/
https://www.mft-co.com/
http://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4269-micron-fiber-tech


Premium Listing

Pfannenberg Inc.
68 Ward Rd. 

Lancaster, NY 14086 

(716) 685-6866 

sales@pfannenbergusa.com

www.pfannenbergusa.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Pfannenberg provides products & services to keep manufacturing processes online avoiding downtime.

Our thermal management products protect critical cabinet enclosure electronics. Our Process chillers

protect temperature regulated applications & our signaling alarm horns & strobes protect personnel &

equipment. Protecting Man, Machine & the Environment for over 60 years.

**Product Categories**

Air Conditioners

Alarms

Chillers, Air-Cooled

Chillers, Indoor

Chillers, Liquid

Chillers, Outdoor

Chillers, Packaged

Chillers, Water-Cooled

Controls/Controllers, Humidity

Controls/Controllers, Temperature

Coolers, Enclosure

Enclosure

Fans, Axial Flow

Filters, Air

Heat Exchangers, Air-to-Air

Heat Exchangers, Fluid-to-Air

Heat Transfer Fluids, Glycol

Industrial Process

Temperature Control Systems, Heat/Cool

Temperature Control Systems, Water-Circulating

Temperature Sensors, Thermostats

mailto:sales@pfannenbergusa.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20&%20Cooling%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

ProSonix LLC

P.O. Box 26676

Milwaukee, WI 53226

(800) 849-1130

info@psxllc.com

https://www.pro-sonix.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Steam injection heating solutions for water heating, plant sanitation hot water, boiler feed water heating,

clean-in-place CIP applications, hot water tank supply, jacketed reactors.  We also specialize in hot water

production, slurry heating,  wastewater heating, sludge heating, & starch jet cooker applications. Designs

for inline heating for �owrates from 10-15,000 gpm with 100:1 turndown on steam, steam to water heat

exchangers, & tank jet sparging. Available in carbon steel, stainless, special alloys to address aggressive

�uids.

**Product Categories**

Carbon Steel Heat Exchangers

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Direct Steam Injection Heaters

Distillation Heat Exchangers

Dryers Heaters

Evaporation/Condensation Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers

Extended Surface, Tube-Fin Heat Exchangers

Heat Recovery Heat Exchangers

Heating Heat Exchangers

Heating Tanks

Heating Vessels

Jacketed Vessels

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Pasteurizing Heat Exchangers

Plate (without frame) Heat Exchangers

Plate, Gasketed Heat Exchangers

Plate, Spiral Heat Exchangers

Preheating Heat Exchangers

Reacting Heat Exchangers

Scraped Surface Heat Exchangers

Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers

Steam-to-Liquid Heat Exchangers

Titanium Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Coil Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Double-Pipe Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers

Tubular, Spiral Tube Heat Exchangers

Water Heaters Heaters

mailto:info@psxllc.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

TPS Thermal Product Solutions

2821 Old Rte. 15

New Columbia, PA 17856-9396

(570) 538-7200

info@thermalproductsolutions.com

www.thermalproductsolutions.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Thermal Product Solutions (TPS) designs & manufactures industrial & laboratory ovens & furnaces &

environmental test chambers. Product brands include Baker Furnace, Blue M, Gruenberg, Lindberg/MPH,

Lunaire, Tenney, & Wisconsin Oven. They provide a full range of aftermarket services including start-up &

training, preventative maintenance, installations, retro�ts % refurbishment of equipment.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Ba�es Oven Accessories

Baking Ovens

Baskets Oven Accessories

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Belts, Conveyor Oven Accessories

Belts, Rubber/Replacement Oven Accessories

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Burn-O� Ovens

Calciners, Rotary

Carts Oven Accessories

Continuous Sterilizers

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Cross-Bar Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Fixture Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Power Roller Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Screw Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Turn Table Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Convection, Through-Air Dryers

Convection, Through-Air Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Curtains Oven Accessories

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Drum/Can Dryers

Dry Heat Sterilizers

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Ducting Oven Accessories

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Environmental Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Finishing Ovens

Fixtures/Hooks Oven Accessories

Gaskets (See Gaskets) Oven Accessories

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Idler Rolls Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Melting Dryers

Moisture Pro�ling Dryers

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Rack Ovens

Racks Oven Accessories

Revolving Ovens

Rotary Dryers

Rotary Ovens

Screens Oven Accessories

Seals Oven Accessories

Spray Dryers

Steam Dryers

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Sterilizing Ovens

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Dryers

Top Load Ovens

Tower Dryers

Travel Chain Ovens

Traveling Hearth Ovens

Traveling Tray Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Trays Oven Accessories

Tunnel Dryers

Tunnel Sterilizers

Vacuum Ovens

View Ports Oven Accessories

Web Dryers

Wire Cloth Oven Accessories

mailto:info@thermalproductsolutions.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Tempco Electric Heater Corp.
607 N. Central Ave.

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1452

(630) 350-2252

info@tempco.com

https://www.tempco.com

Back

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Click Here

Tempco designs & manufactures custom Industrial Electric Heating Elements including Cast-In Heaters,

Silicone Rubber Heaters, Infrared Radiant Heaters, Temperature Sensors, Temperature Controls, Power &

Temperature Control Panels.

**Product Categories**

Air Heating, Direct Heaters

Air Heating, Indirect Heaters

Air Preheaters

Analog

Analog Transmitters, Temperature

Band Heaters

Blanket Heaters

Boilers/Steam Generators Heaters

Cartridge Heaters

Cartridge Heating Elements

Cast-In Heaters

Ceramic Heaters

Ceramic Heating Elements

Circulation Heaters

Cleaners/Washers Heaters

Coil Heaters

Coil Heating Elements

Conduction Heaters

Connection Heads

Constant Wattage Heat Tracing

Contactors

Convection Heaters

Digital

Digital Temperature Indicators

Digital Thermometers

Drum Heaters

Dryers Heaters

Duct Heaters

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electric Preheaters

Electromechanical

Electronic Transmitters, Temperature

Flanged Heaters

Flexible Heaters

Heat Transfer System Heaters

Heating Blankets

Heating Jackets

Hoses, Electrically Heated

Immersion, Tubular, Flanged Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Low Density Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Over-the-Side Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Pipe Thread Heaters

Immersion, Tubular, Te�on-Coated Heaters

Infrared, Ceramic Element Heaters

Infrared, G30 Bulb Heaters

Infrared, Halogen Heaters

Infrared, Panel Type Heaters

Infrared, Quartz Tube Heaters

Infrared, Tubular, Metal Sheathed Heaters

Liquid Heaters Heaters

Mercury Relays

Metal-Sheathed Heating Elements

Mica Band Heating Elements

Mica Heaters

Microprocessor-Based

Mineral-Insulated Heat Tracing

Mineral-Insulated Heaters

Ovens Heaters

PID

Paperless Recorders, Temperature

Phase-Angle Power Controls/Power Controllers

Platens Heaters

Portable Recorders, Temperature

Programmable

Proportional

Protection Tubes

Pyrometer Thermometers

Pyrometers Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Platinum, DIN Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Thin Film Sensors, Temperature

RTDs, Wire Wound Sensors, Temperature

Radiant/Infrared, Medium Wavelength Heaters

Radiant/Infrared, Short Wavelength Heaters

Ribbon Heating Elements

SCR Power Controls/Power Controllers

Self-Regulating Heat Tracing

Skid-Mounted Heaters

Solid State

Solid State Relays

Solid State Transmitters, Temperature

Stationary Recorders, Temperature

Strip Chart Recorders, Temperature

Strip Heaters

Superheaters Heaters

Temperature Controls

Thermal Fluid Heaters Heaters

Thermocouples, Type E Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type J Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type K Sensors, Temperature

Thermocouples, Type T Sensors, Temperature

Thermostats

Thermowells

Thyristor Power Controls/Power Controllers

Tubular Heaters

Tubular Heating Elements

Tubular, Finned Heaters

Water Heaters Heaters

Wire Heating Elements

mailto:info@tempco.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20directory%20listing
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Premium Listing

Wisconsin Oven Corp.
2675 Main St. P.O. Box 873

East Troy, WI 53120

(262) 642-3938

sales@wisoven.com

https://www.wisoven.com

Back

To see all product photos, downloads, and more

Click Here

High quality industrial dryers, ovens, & furnaces for a wide-range of applications & industries.  Heating

equipment is designed in both batch & continuous designs. Hundreds of standard batch models available.

Custom equipment is designed around the customer's speci�c process requirements. Typical applications

include �nishing, preheating, composite curing, aging, tempering, & other heating applications.

**Product Categories**

Annealing Ovens

Atmosphere Ovens

Baking Ovens

Batch Dryers

Batch Ovens

Batch, Bench Ovens

Batch, Cabinet Ovens

Batch, Truck Ovens

Batch, Walk-In Ovens

Bonding Ovens

Burn-In Ovens

Catalytic Burners

Combination Infrared/Convection Ovens

Continuous, Belt Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Conveyorless Ovens

Continuous, Drag Chain Ovens

Continuous, Monorail Ovens

Continuous, Pusher Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Slat Conveyor Ovens

Continuous, Walking Beam Ovens

Continuous/Conveyor Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Dryers

Convection, Counter-Flow Ovens

Convection, Impingement Dryers

Convection, Impingement Ovens

Curing Dryers

Curing Ovens

Deck Dryers

Deck Ovens

Dehumidifying Dryers

Dehydrating Ovens

Dryers Burners

Dryers Heaters

Drying Dryers

Drying Ovens

Dual Fuel Dryers

Dual Fuel Ovens

Electric Cabinets, Warming

Electricity Dryers

Electricity Ovens

Finishing Dryers

Finishing Ovens

Fusing Dryers

Fusing Ovens

Heat Setting Dryers

Heat Setting Ovens

Heat Shrinking Dryers

Heat Shrinking Ovens

Laboratory Ovens

Laminating Dryers

Laminating Ovens

Natural Gas Dryers

Natural Gas Ovens

Oil Dryers

Oil Ovens

Oven Temperature Pro�ling Recorders, Temperature

Ovens Burners

Ovens Heaters

Pre-Drying Dryers

Pre-Drying Ovens

Pre-Heating Ovens

Propane Dryers

Propane Ovens

Rack Ovens

Re�ow Soldering Ovens

Rotary Ovens

Steam Dryers

Steam Ovens

Steam Powered

Sterilizing Ovens

Thermal Fluid Heaters

Thermal Oxidizers

Thermoforming Ovens

Top Load Dryers

Top Load Ovens

Traveling Tray Ovens

Tray/Truck/Shelf Dryers

Tunnel Dryers

Web Dryers
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